When Stan first meets pirate-mad Flossie McGregor, he describes her using a pie chart.

If you had to fill in a pie chart that described you, what things would you choose?

Look at the pie chart of me. It has already been divided into sectors. Think about this as you fill in the chart. If your favourite thing to do is watch crazy cat videos, make sure you choose the biggest sector. If you like to tell jokes, but only on the weekend, fill in one of the smaller sectors.

If you’re feeling really clever, you can work out the fractions of each sector and write them in too.

Once finished, colour in the sectors using nice colouring pencils, not bogies and lick like Stan’s brother Fred!

The Pie Chart of Me

My name is

Composition of Flossie McGregor

Lungs and stuff

Hair

Pirate
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